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Our site hosts an international contest Miss Spirit Pokrov 2019.
What is this competition about? On our site, a girl is selected who possesses the highest
spirituality, beauty, intelligence, outlook on life, actions on life, helping the needy, providing
services in spirituality, quality of character, charm and many other positive analogs.

How is the competition and how the winner is determined? The competition is held throughout
2019. A girl who wishes to take part in a contest can put a comment on this article, tell about
herself, put her photos, videos, take a conversation or give comments to other comments,
answering some questions or evaluating others. Conduct active communication on our site, chat
on our forum, video chat, keep your blog on our site. All this is up to her, she can do it all and
even more or choose one. It is even possible to post one comment with a photo, that will be
enough. But the more active the girl is on our site, the more chances she has to set up other
site visitors for choosing her and more chances to win the contest. The girl needs this article to
put your main comment and make it as good as possible. For this comment, site visitors, by
during the whole year of 2019 will vote to positive or negative.
At the end of the year, the winner of the contest is determined which will have the most likes
(positive ratings) for one main comment. But it may be that those who vote for someone else
will put down cons on the other, their rating will decrease. If everyone has minuses, then the
winner is chosen, the one that will have the least minuses. Visitors to the site and the
participants themselves can vote for comments, both positively and negatively. If a negative
vote is cast for you, it does not mean that others do not like you, most likely someone wants
another to win. Any girl can take part at any time, throughout the whole of 2019, but the sooner
you put your information in, the earlier visitors will start to put votes and comments to your
comment.
In your comment, you can put a link to your website or blog. Direct links are prohibited to post,
you must put a link to another page of our Top sites or Site Directory , where the link to your
site.
You can also put your information on the Russian part of our site, the information must be in
Russian.
Who can take part in our competition (preferably, but not necessarily):
1. Any girl from 18 years.
2. A girl can be the Pokrovitel of our movement and take any part in the Spiritual and Religious
movement Pokrov.
3. Having your own website or blog on the Internet. You can start a blog on our website.
4. Her website or blog can be registered in our Top Sites Pokrov or in our Site Directory
Pokrov
.
5. A girl may engage in any activity: religious, spiritual, paranormal, alternative medicine. She
can optionally provide her services for others.
How is the vote for the girls and the choice of the winner? Visitors to our sites and the contest
participants themselves can vote for comments. At the end of 2019, the winner is selected.
What prizes are given to Miss spirit Pokrov 2019 and girls who took 2nd and 3rd places?
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The winner of the contest Miss spirit Pokrov 2019, receives:
1. A cash prize of $ 100.
2. Information about her will be posted on our website, on the Home page, on a permanent
basis.
3. Gold member on our dating site , with access to all functions of the site, for 1 year (for
others, the cost of this service is $ 200).
4. Any paid advertising (for free) of your site on our site for a period of 1 year (for others, the
cost of this service is $ 100).
For second-place, girl gets:
1. Cash prize $ 50.
2. Information about her will be posted on our website, on the Home page, on a permanent
basis.
3. Gold member on our dating site , with access to all functions of the site, for 1 year (for
others, the cost of this service is $ 200).
The girl who won the third revenge gets
1. A cash prize of $ 20.
2. Information about her will be posted on our website, on the Home page, on a permanent
basis.
3. Gold member on our dating site , with access to all functions of the site, for 1 year (for
others, the cost of this service is $ 200).
Welcome to all girls to take part in our competition.
Appeal for site visitors, vote for the girl (s) you liked the most.
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